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Introduction: This document will attempt to illustrate the process for checking how many Interplay Client Licenses are available on a given Interplay System.

The Interplay Administrator Tool can be used to examine how many Interplay clients an Interplay system has licensed, and how many of those client licenses are in use.

To launch the Avid Interplay Administrator Tool, select Start > Programs > Avid > Avid Interplay Access Utilities > Avid Interplay Administrator from either the Interplay engine or from a connected Interplay Client that has Avid Interplay Access installed on it.

This will result in the Avid Interplay Administrator tool launching to the Avid Interplay Administrator Server Login interface.
Log into the Avid Interplay Administrator Tool using account credentials with administrative rights to the Interplay system and then select the "Licenses" item from the Server Group of Items. If this is the first time the system has been logged into you must use the user "Administrator" and the password will be empty.
The Licenses Item will reveal a list of License types, with columns displaying lists of the total number of each license type available and the number of each license type currently in use.

**Interplay License Types**

- **Key_X** = Interplay Access
- **Key_XL** = Interplay Assist
- **Key_XE** = Avid Editing Application Connections
- **Key_XI** = Avid iNews Instinct Journalist Editor
- **Key_XP** = Pro Tools Audio Editing Connections
- **Key_AM** = Interplay Archive Engine